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avler The tillS 
Voi.LIV :XAVIER UNIYERSITY, CINCINNATI, OHIO, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1969 TEN CENTS Number 2 
AWARENESS DAY PROPOSED 
Awalts President's Approval 
After less than a week of classes, Xavier students have 
asked that a Day of Awareness on Vietnam be held on October 
IS. The proposal, which is -awaiting the final approval of 
President O'Connor,. has already received widespread 
supp~rt in an infonnal student opinion poll, unanimous approval 
of Student Council, and ratification by the Alumni Board of 
Governors. · 
The program for the Awareness Day, is basically one of 
education. The official proposal, printed in its entirety else-
where on this page, requests that fonnal undergraduate day 
classes be carieelled on the Wednesday date to provide for 
"open and objective dialogue" on the issues of the Vietnam 
War. Aside from this, a Mass for Guidance and a 24-hour 
memorial vigil are suggested as a means of actively involving 
the community in the Vietnam day. 
Across_ the nation, numerous col-
leges and political afid religious groups 
have declared the October IS Vietnam 
moratorium on "business as usual." 
The Vietnam Moratorium Committee, 
which is a coalition of 45 labor, politi-
cal, and religious groups, has organ-
.ized specific anti-war programs for 
this date. Colleges and universities 
are developing their own distinct pro-
grams, either in conjunction with or 
independent of the Moratorium Com-
mittee. 
Xavier has elected to remain inde-
pendent. Although simultaneous with 
the national moratorium, the program 
at Xavier is to focus on education 
rather than protest. Qualified spokes-
men on both sides of the Vietnam issue 
will be enabled to· air their views. 
The role of Xavier in the national 
day for Vietnam awareness was ori-
ginally considered by a small group 
of students during the week preceding 
the return to classes. Two open meet-
ings were held, in which the actual 
program that would suit this university 
were debated and decided upon. 
Last Tuesday, the first proposal con-
cerning the day was presented at an 
Gathering in· a "general meeting open Student Council meeting. After 
on Wednesday, S-eptember 24, the debating such issues as affiliation with 
other movements _the_ members of Xavier faculty elected five new mem-
Faculty 
Co~mittee 
bers to its representative committee. Council agreed to postpone a vote on 
Committeemen are elected for either the proposal until they_ could better 
one or two years, with seven always determine the student opinion on the 
seaied. New two-year term faculty matter. 
members are Dr. Richard E. Dumont An informalstuderit opinion poll ask-
of the philosophy department, Dr. ing whether students wanted Council to 
Richard T. O'Neill ·or the chemistry adopt a slightly revised proposal 
department, Dr. Milton A. Partridge showed 416 in favor and 11 against. 
of the education department, and Dr. At Jut Thursday's Council meetina, 
Paul L. Simon chairman of the history the proposal was unanimously ap-
department. English teacher. Mr. proved after little debate. The Alumni 
Ernest Fontana was selected for a one- Board of Governon voted 12 to 3 to 
year term by his peers. Serving out recommend the resolution to Prcsi-
the remainder of their two-year terms dent O'Connor. 
sil:l~. la;st year's election are Dr. As the News goes to press, the rae-
Robert J. Murray of the classics de- ulty of the undergraduate day division 
partment and Dr. Wesley P. Vorden- baa been polled by Fr.· O'callaghan, 
berg of the education department. Vice President of Academic Affain, 
At the immediate convocation of and the results are expected by Thun-
the faculty committee f9llowing the ; day. The questions probed faculty 
general, elective meeting, Dr. Mur- opinion on the Day of Awareness, 
_ray was selected chairman of the com~· itself, on the cancellation of clas~s 
mittee. He had served as the com- . and of lab periods on that date,-and 
mittee's secretary· last year; Dr. asked if they would attend and partici-
Murray later spoke of the purpose of pate in the day. 
the committee, saying "It represents The proposal is ex~cted to reach 
the faculty as a croup on campus as Fr. O'Connor by ·Friday, October 3. 
well as having such specific functions The final decision is his, and the 
as to encourage research and teaching opinions of the students, Student 
methods." He explained that the com- Council, faculty, and alumni will be 
· mittee is mainly concerned with made available to him. 
·Proposal Concerning a Day for Xavier University 
Community Awareness on Vietnam · 
Whereos: A Jesuit University graduate must have the 
Whereos: 
Whereos: 
Whereas: 
Whereas: 
ability to analyze, synthesize and evaluate 
evidence in the pursuit of truth. 
A Jesuit University graduate snould have an 
understanding of and be able to evaluate his 
own culture and politir.al enviro1'""ent. 
The pursuit ot knowledge .Is .regarded as a 
primary and immediate responsibility of each 
member of the .?'avier University Community. 
Education to act in a Christian manner in 
economic and social matters will hardly suc-
ceed unless those being educated play an active 
role in their own fonnation, and the education 
· is carried on t~rough action. 
Student participation · in university govern-
ment may ex~end itself ·to. any phase of student 
life and operates on a principle of delegated 
jurisdiction. 
· dealings between the faculty and the 
administration with the latter being 
"primarily the Academic ·Vice-Pres-
by DENIS F. WALSH Therefore: We propose a "Day for Xavier University 
Community Awareness on-· Vietnam" simul-
ident." 
·F.A.-S. T. / Concerning speculation that Student 
Council might appraach the committee 
in regards to an October 15 study day, 
Dr. Murray said_ that the committee - This week; .Friday, October 3, 
would be interested primarily in stu- F.A.S.T. will. present Mr. Richard 
dent. requests relating to the XU H. Ormond, President of the Irish Or-
faculty. Dr. Murray emphasized that pnizationa in Cincinnati, and National 
the committee was a "faculty group Director of the Ancient Order of Hi-
- relating in the Xavier Univenity com- bernians. He will speak ·on "The crisis 
munity." in Northern Ireland" at 2:30 P.M. in 
Faculty member.s convened for the the Muskie Grill. Mr. Ormond is a 
general assembly besides electing the native of Ireland and served four years 
committee also heard an address by with the Irish Department of Justice. 
the Very Reverend Paul L. O'Connor, He was in Ireland this past summer 
President of Xavier University. Voting and should .present an accurate and · 
and tabulation of the results was done in~er~sting picture of the problems 
as the facuJty lightly discussed some exlstmg there now. 
taneous to the national moratorium on busi-
ness as usual on October· ISth. However, 
Xavier University will remain distinct from 
· and independent of any other national group 
or movement as evidenced by the emphasis 
of .the . program on education rather than 
prot~11t. . 
This program will include: (1) an educative 
day consisting of open and objective dialogue 
by qualified representatives of all positions 
Last sprin& -.the Mro-Ainerican 
Association presented two demands to 
administrative officials intended to 
stimulate university interest in the 
black student and black community. 
_ The fint demand was to expand the 
participation ~f. black students in XU, 
which.has no~. as Ken Blackwell of the 
AAA pointed out; . more black kitchen 
and janitorial help ·than black students. 
The demand is. designed to establish a 
twenty thousand dollar scholarship 
fund for black students who are scre_en-
ed for. leadership and ability by a 
Committee of five black students of the 
AAA, the present scholarship com-
mittee, and a black administrator. 
The deQl8nd also called for a recruit-
ment of top black grad students to de-
velop a black graduate assistant . 
program and a Black Professor Pro-
gram Committee. Thia is in an effort 
to erase any stereotype image in the 
Univenity Community's mind and re-
place it with intelliaent, educated black 
professon. It was abg suageatcd that 
a voluntary exchanae progriUJl of white 
and black teachen be set up _with uni-
venities in the South, to prevent a 
draining of southern aood teachers. 
_The second demand called for a 
Department of Black Studies (and Com-
munity Relations) - the.<iirector to be 
picked by the AAA and approved by the 
Black Professor Program Committee. 
Courses would be set up relevant to 
livina and working in the black com-
munity. The department would be de-
vised by the MA with an advisory 
, , . proa~ts of the .1969-70. scll9Ql. year .. , . 
. on the Vietnam War, enhanced and facilitated 
by the cessation of fonnal classes in the under-
graduate_day division, on this day; (2) we 
further_ propose that this· day of awareness 
include a Mass for Guidance and a 24 hour 
vigil by t~~ .. un.i:ve~si~y. cqmrnuni~y, .cominemor-
. ating all· .those who have lost their lives in ' (Co;IIIIIIUd on 'Pfl6' 7) · · · · · · -I,; I I ,, f#' I 
Vietllam. · 
I 
PaaeTwo XAVIER UNIVER.ITY, CINCINNATI, OHIO, WEDNE~DAY, OCTOBER 1,1989 
Classifying Us 
The paps of the newspapers of the world are daily filled 
with ·.copy concerning that group of individuals collectively 
known as students. In recent months, Washington has taken 
steps to phatham student opinion, specifically the reasons 
for dissent, and causes for blatant law breaking. The ques-
tions which are being asked throughout the world are also 
legitimate here in Cincinnati. What's wrong with these kids? 
Don't their studies keep them busy enough without their spend-
ing time raising hell about things like civil rights, the draft, 
and seemingly everything else? Aren't these students satisfied 
wit.h the country that allowed them to get that college educatiQJl 
in the ·first place? What are they in school for anyway? 
THIS SPACE WAS 
RESERVED FOR 1THE 
LISTING OF THE XAVIER 
' i ' VIETNAM WAR DEAD •. THE 
Responsibility accompanies the asking of/ these questions: 
that of wanting and waiting to hear the answers. Too often the 
American love it or leave it mentality . prevails, and no one 
. bothers listening to the student. Understanding is the name 
of the game, and. the game does not necessarily revolve around 
the status quo. 
LIST IS UNOBTAINABLE;: 
But, what about the student? What is he thinking? How dOe& he 
see himse~ It's possible tlrat he sees himself in a unique 
_position, one that allQws him to view the world with a clear 
eye and act decisively. When he speaks out, writes, and demon-
strates against what he sees wrong and for what he believes, 
his job, security, or family responsibilities are not at stake. 
The job he does have is to learn, take wisdom from facts, and 
update his world. to keep pace with the people that Jive there. 
It is amazing that many times when he does that job a student is 
considered dangerous. When, for example, an event such as 
a day for learning about and protesting the Vietnam issue 
hits college campuses all over the country, the student can 
only hope that people will understand what he is doing. Talk 
of the much celebrate~ generation gap often fogs the fact that 
without the questioning of father by son, man would never 
know the meaning of the word progress. 
THEREFORE, INSTEAD, . 
WE OFFER OUR~HOPES FOR 
'AN END TO THIS WAR. 
The flip side of the student coin is all too well known. Unfor-
tunately rioting at Columbia and Berkely, and guns at. Cornell 
make more sensational headlines than do the daily efforts of 
the young which to the observant eye are iri evidence throughout 
the country. MDH 
Comprom.ise? 
For many students the Vietnam Moratorium proposal passed · 
by Student Council was a disappointing compromise. Many 
students . who initiated the Moratorium proposal definitely 
desired one aspect of the day to be that of protest. These stu-
dents apparently had moral committments in opposition to the 
war in Vietnam, but many of them felt that a compromise was 
necessary in order to make the day successful. Campus 
influentiaJs stressed ~he fact that Xavier must not destroy its 
image among notable alumni and citizens of Cincinnati. 
Can moral positions be compromised - even for the sake of 
the great Xavier image? No, moral committment comes frrst. 
The day might be an apparent success, but the real success will 
occur when the majority of Xavier students make. a decision on 
the war's moiality,. As in all moral issues, there can be no 
neutral stand. A{ter deciding, all students myst express their 
feelings and follow them up with positive action to improve 
the Vietnam situation. 
letters to the Editor. 
0 M • d Assistant Dean of Students, met to pen I~ . discuss the demands and an appropri-
Dear Bill: 
N d d ate foflow up. During the course of ee e the summer, Dean Henderson and Mr. 
Blackwell held a series of meetings 
Many students here are against the 
war in Vietnam either because they 
face induction into the armed forces 
after college or becauSe they are im-
patient with the fact that the U.S. is not 
winning. To my inind, these positions 
are shallow and back sufficient reason-
ing. 
. '· (. . . : .. , 
Likewise, many pro war advocates 
base their opinion on the grounds that 
we must obey our government regard-
less of whether it is right or wrong or 
that we must continue the war in order 
to maintain the confidence of our S.E. 
to further discuss the stator of the 
black student demands. A misunder-
standing arose, namely Jhat Mr. Black-
well was under the impression that all 
administrative officials at the spring 
meeting had received written copies 
of the demands. This was not the case. 
ML Henderson had not distributed 
copies of the W:mands because he was 
under the impression Mr. Blackwell 
had some further additions and clari-
fications to make before a final list 
~f demands would m; submitted to the 
University President .. 
Asian allies. These justifications, 1 In order to rectify the above mis-
believe, are an~i-intellectual and ir- understanding, Dean Henderson and 
rational. Mr. Blackwell have agreed to duplicate 
To provide students with a tmly.ob- the o~i~l two black student deman~s 
·-· 1 k t th · the and dJStrJbute them to all who were an J-Ive oo a e war IS ·purpose . . 
of this day. The very nature and essence . attendance at the meetang. la~t sprtnJ. 
f this cia will be feel t . d Also, Mr. Blackwell has and1catcd he o y onc.o uca 1on an . . 
.. ~, -. F 1 te · would anclude a covenna letter alon1 reuco;uon. or comp e success, we 'th dd' · h 
ust ba th L- k' d th . WI some a ltions to t e two m ve e uac 1n1 an en usasm d d 
of the entire student body. eman s. 
M k Thir ,71 I have gone to this length because ar on lthink' · I· 1t IS extreme y unportant that 
. . . our univenity community have a Black . Demands clear and informed undentandinl of 
the the present status of the black 
Dear Mr. Barko, student demands. The content of the 
A student poll could give some indication of the university's 0 s cia afit s t be demands will be focused on in the 
ti lin th -· ti h ed . d B th' n un y emoon, ep em r weeks t ee gs on e· war a ter t e ucataon ay. ut 18 aspect 21, Mr. Ken Blackwell, Presidenl of 0 come. 
of the original proposal, was dropped from the final copy. the Afro-American Association, spoke 
Any mention of the.' protest was struck from the fmal proposal to the freshman clan conccrninJ the 
Sincerely youn, 
PatrickJ. Nally 
for fear ·that many- memben of the university would become role Df the black stuclcnt on the Xavier 
alienated from the mora~num concept. . · c:ampus. . Latin Am. 
On the whole, Mr. . Blackwell'• p ·· 
Some time should be set aside on October 15, for thO!JC who addreis wu bo&b interestina and in- roblems 
"Whereas a Jesuit University 
graduate should have an under-
standing : .- . and 
"Whereas the pursuit of_ know-
ledge is regarded as a primary 
and immediate responsibility . . . . " 
The movement Avoid Vietnam in 
Latin America (A VILA) has a very 
interesting point: the situation _that 
now exists in Latin America exis.ted 
seven years ago in Vietnam. A pre-
sentation of the Latin American 
crisis would not only illuminate its 
own predicament (a subject which _ 
is poorly reported by the press, just 
as Vietnam was five years ago), but 
would also strike an enlightenment 
of the cause of undechired wars. 
Of course we have to begin some~ 
where; and as someone !.lOted in the 
general discussion, "At ·xavier any-
where is somewhere." But if we are 
taking the unordinary means of sus-
pending classes to inform the com-
munity on a subject, then we ought 
to make sure we are doing the best 
pouible job of informing. While Viet-
nam is worthy of tbis risk, I wonder 
if we are just jumpin1 on the band 
waaon. In 1969 it's voaue to discuu 
Vietnam: yet, we miaht altogether 
ne&lect the fundamental issues which 
have c:aused Vietnam, which arc caus-
iq Latin America, and which continue 
to · permca~ our foreian policy. 
· Let's hope the day of community 
awarencsa is succcuful. Let's hope 
that we are not discussina Vietnam 
merely because it is safe to discuu 
.it. And if we &K realistic about the 
suc:ccu of such a proaram on Vietnam, 
then we cciuld be jusl u realistic 
about the Xavier Community initiatinl 
an uipnt proll'am on Latin America. 
Pcaec, 
Greaory Boehm, '71 
wish to . the United States government's involvement fotmative: He provided :the enterina . 
· · not be the .. center of the ed~M~ f~n.with many imiJbts which. Dear Bill, ·.: -:'> > ··.. REI'!t.l Uelllli,1_,'~:.11!!1 .. J •. ,u,~~allioll(, •. needed to make.'the moratoriWD ~ be ~!Pful. in. obtainiDJ.-a better Tbc maq,'·thnist~'~f the·;~"~ for . W -TftAJI . 
iilcuiin.af1lll, ... :,:. W.F.B.::.···:, ~n~ of ~ .prob~ms. Ud. Conimunity~,~~ Ol\ Vietnam" Mr. ~Y. J. Fcllinpr, RCJistrar, 
.. :·; ... ·. . . . :' ·~'· :> . . zac~ ,.c:omrontma .~ black stu~ "re~ii&ea in •-a!:· illlinfoimed in- announced ·.ChaD&a in atudent C:lauiif· ·~:;~/-· · .··~ ~u!:,~ there .~nccct_ •. l_fccl.: dividuals o.l~··f ..... m •Di.t ·c:ausc c:alions for"tbe '69-'70 Ac:ademic·year, ~well ,.:. t~ :Jack::./! of ~oc~~= .~ ~~:M. idu- .. - F...fur.e~·:Will be thOIC b&~ .leu 
~ rcpoitictly aubmitteca . to · the c:atiOn, .0 ~ted ~;:-tbe ~r~~~~ .. are ~ 28 credit houn and 56 ~uality 
ICklliniltration Jutlprinj. · .. : · ·~llllOn· .• G_r· .. ~~ .fo,~;;one ·d.-Y· pouats. ~~more s~ts qauat.bave 
.t (-;.~rd~·to··~r. t.Jac~-.-lhiif dl~~~;t;.~~:~r.!· .:,C:ti~ c:;i\!:1~.::. ~= 
. { . ·,,f.b,. ,.1018t'ltra~~~ltda~ ~t ~ =~~~ ~eduoi...., ::::.:~. ·. ~~. . jr.::' · qu&Jity polDts •. Juai~n mulff~ iiDrroa~N~=i]~· :P. . . . . ~. . . . .... ,... . ..,.,. wo ~~~~. u-n ·~· . s SU-,; ... ··' . . . :. :·:-·\. . . . . :-~ -:.;_~ ·. . . '-om 55 ~.;t h un' . __ ... 110 . ~··-•=ty . . ..;.tted last. • •' . .. • .• -1e· h . • .. •...:.0 • U' ... _ O UIU .q_,. 
........ ; .-.... ; ........... ;·;'/, ~ ... WWiam F. Barko· ~. _ . apnna. This: stateanent"ia! . ~- .. r--:-r .. ·" ,~ are ~~l'Ciw;_u ~. poin&i to .'Dft ......:.,.t· h. · • ..: ... ··178 MANA~G~fG EDITOR . . · Denis F ' pUtially ri'cct Tb ad . . t ti · dcsiinina and in puticipatifta i - ucla -. ",_1 oun ...., 
EDITOD•••. E.D.ITOR • ·• ·' • • '.' ~·· • · ·' · ·' '·' ·' ·' ·: • • • ·~ ~: ''' · ~.allh · "'.:.. t co red. ed · .. muusncl bcc:ara on a pr ....... m are. adcq. U.t 1 .'nfiQrmcd:• • , qUalitY. ~iiit., inclusive of aU lower 
..,.,_. , ........ , ............. , ................ .Mark Huacby ..,.. no answe any ema 1 usc : ...... - e Y J o , diviaion · req · •• Sc • . t 
SPORTS EDITOR ,. .. no formal d d ba ... t bee b- tbcyhavetakenadvantapoftheaiyriad uaremen... mon mus 
CIRculATION MA 
... NA ... G.E .. R •••..•• , ..•.•..... ,.,, .••.. ,., ••• Jack Murr~y 'ttcd t ~mah nUs. ve.tye p ~diU of literature which co ta' d tailed have a minimum .of 90 credit houn 
.......................... , • Paul McLauabbn ma o e navcn1 y rcs1 ent. n ana e and 180 lity . . 1 . f ASSOCJA TE EDITORS .............. Gary Reed, Matt Hayes, Joe Cormier What did occur last sprin1 was a meet- facts on the subject. all 1 qua d' !~mts, anc .uslve 0 CARTOONIST ' . . inJ arra ged b p 'd t O'C W - ower IVISion requirements . 
. .. · · · · ..................................... Pega Ahlnchs n Y res1 en onnor, by not present to this element _.... 
COPY EDITOR ....•..........•.•...•....••••••.•••...•••.. Mike Ratto S.J., between o.JJr black students and of the community, who are fertile with .-------------. 
COLUMNISTS ............................ : . . Dan Kane, Greg Burwinkel administrative officials. The purpose commitment, the facts of a problem 
MODERATOR .. , ...................................... ; .... John Getz of the meeting was to provide a forum which is very needy of information 
BUSINESS MANAGER ...................................... Jack Jef'fre for exchange of ideas. -Latin America? 
REPORTE~S ................. •\·John Dorocak, Larry Walter, Skip Bertke At the spring meeting Mr. Blackwell If this suggestion sounds misdi-
Joke of the Week 
Teiuint: "This. roof' is so bad that it 
rains on our heads. How long is this 
going to continue?" Greg Haas, Pat Decker outlined and discussed two demands. reeled, 1 think that is due to our lack 
LA YOUT\EDITOR · · · · · · · · · · .. · · .......................... Dan Costello Subsequent to the President's meeting, of understanding. But that seems to Owner: "What qo you think I am. a 
PHOTOGRAPHERS .............•........... ." .. John Payne, John Miller Mr. Blackwell and Mr. Henderson, be the key of our present proposal: weather prophet?" 
._~--------------~ 
_.:' 
.. ·.~· 
.. ,,·. 
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COEDS LOOKING GOOD 
Xavier has broken with one hundred 
thirty-i:ight years of tradition and 
opened the doors of its day division 
undergraduate colleges to women. 
Fifty-two coeds are presently regis-
tered and attending classes. Of these, 
twenty-three are freshmen aruf twenty-
nine, including many familiar faces 
from Xavier's evening division, are 
transfer students. Nine of these ladies 
li~e in Dr. Link's Villa complex. 
_ Xavier's first _coeds· defy stereo~ 
typing, but a composite sketch of sorts 
can be drawn of the Muskie coed. 
Bj GafJ Reed, Skip Bertke and Kathy Stevens 
individual problems among the new 
girls. 
Asked how she felt about being one of 
Xavier's first day division coeds fresh-
man Kathy Stevens is quick to answer 
"chicken!" Kathy tells how she . re-
ceived a form letter from a fraternity, 
obviously meant for incoming Xavier 
men, inviting her to auend the frat's 
get acquainted diiUler party. She and 
. Mary Hayes accepted the gag good-
naturedly, and the invitation as well. 
"The party was really something," 
Kathy said. 
to comment further on her new home. 
-Like most of the new gals, Pattie feels 
that what the campus really needs now 
is more girls. 
In contrast to Pattie's harsh reaction 
to the Villa are pretty, blueoi:yed, 
blonde Sue Ellis's comments on coed 
rules. Sue came to the Musketeer's 
school from Columbus, Ohio on the 
recommendations of her br~ther and 
teachers. "The hours (at the Villa) are 
really just," in her opinion. "They're 
more lenient than expected." · 
She is average in height, or some-
what tallish,. and attractive...:....if not 
downright pretty. She is friendly, 
courteous, articulate, and has decided 
on her major, at least tentatively. She 
But when i:lasses begin this blue-
eyed blonde hope~t not to notice the boys 
but rather to keep to the studies. "Still 
how can you not notice them," she asks, 
''when you're the onJy girl among about 
forty boys in a class?" Kathy intends to 
major in Communication Arts. Her 
special interest is journalism. 
Those hours are indeed lenient. For 
freshmen the bewitching hour is eleven 
o'clock on weekdays and evenings and 
two a.m. on weekends. Upperclassmen 
have a midnight curfew weekly and also 
a two o'clock weekend deadline. The 
girls must sign out if they are going 
to be absent from the Villa after eight 
ill the evening. · Male visitQrS are not 
permitted beyond the bac_!c porch. 
supposed eqiuility of women. -··---.Joe eXclaims. 
However, others, like junior Dante A propon~nt for eqJJal numbers of 
Mary Hayes, sister of another Mus-
kie, Mike Hayes, is'nt worried about 
. being surrounded most of. the day by 
· males. "Just so I don't come into class 
real late," she comments. "The guys 
will notice you, but if you come in ~bout 
ruteen lllioutes late-like girls are .al-
ways supposed to be late for every-
thing-then it will be really bad because 
you'll really be put on." She adds gin-
gerly, "we'll have to watch the time." 
While for the most part the new-
comers have been received with a great 
deal of courtesy and even gallantry, a 
few of the girls have had to cope with . 
some rather rude snobbery. For in-
stance, one unlucky lass found her way 
into the wrong class on her fir~ day 
and was roundly scolded by the priest. 
This school is not ruo by nuns, she was 
instructed. Another pair of coeds did a 
slow burn when they wandered into lab 
on the wrong day and were asked why 
they weren't home cooking. 
Soiu, reflect that it has become a guys and dolls on campus is freshman 
bromide to say that Xavier needs a Jim DriscolL The present arrange-
woman's touch. "We need a blending," ment, he ~9I.ds,. is ''pretty ridiculous 
he thinks, "but if we have equal num- and may lead_ to some nasty incidents. 
bers of girls and fellows hard core Oirls on campus," he hopes, "will be a 
intellectual thinking will be lost." In powerful morale· booster." Jim has 
common with many upperclassmen, he never attended a co-educational 
fears 1hat ~he gals may bring with lbem sch<!Q_I. . 
a "return of the age of the teeny bop per" The enthusiasm Xavier's coeds 
until the tran~ition is completed. share for cooi:duc:Btion clearly has not 
In contr -st, junior Joe Allen admits caught on at Edgecliff. In general the 
a realJiking for the newcomers. "The' Cliffies are skeptical. "I don't know," 
atmosphere seems muclt more com- wonders Shelly Moore, an Edgecliff 
plete with coeds on campus, .. Joe· ob- freshman, "the boys outnumber the 
serves. Ji>e does not feel that the girls girls so much. I'd feel funny if I were 
affect the classroom, btlt suspects that going there.~ However, Shelly does 
their presen~ may possibly cause . feel that the predominantly male class· , 
At the head of the list alphabetically 
is Janice Abel. Classified as a sopho-
more, Janice received her freshman 
credits at Transylvania College in 
Lexington, Kentucky, but decided to 
attend Xavier after talking with several 
teachers at Finneytown High School, 
where she has been working. Her rea-
sons for choosing Xavier are, she feels, 
the standard ones. Besides the recom-
mendations, the campus itself im-
pressed her. "It isn't that large: it'i 
set away from things in a way, and it 
isn't too spread out." At present Janice 
is living in Cincinnati at her home on 
Winton Road. 
Undoubtedly many XU men feel the 
women are making an unwelcome in-
trusion. The traditions of one hundred 
thirty-i:ight years do not disappear 
uvernigth, even for the so-called "now 
pneration." Not. a few Musketeers 
still entertain real doubts about the 
ed at Xavier might be "more inter· improvements in the Xavier's male 
dressing habits. About a quarter of the eating." came to Xavier at the recommendation 
of her family or her teachers and very 
often is carryiq on a family tradition. 
Not infrequently . her father and 
brothers were Muskies before her, and 
yet since she is one of the first coeds 
she feels, as charming freshman Mary 
Hayes putJt, .. like a trailblazer." She 
does not picture herself so much as 
breakiq with old traditions, but rather 
as creating new ones. She is active, 
bright, and seems to relish all ·the at· 
tendon she has received, though she 
claims to be shy of publicity. One coed, 
when she learned that she was going to 
meet the coach and the members of the 
football team and have her picture taken 
with them, exclaimed, .. I just about 
fell over. I thought, 'oh my God, they 
can't be doing this to us!' It really was 
fun though." 
undergraduate population should be of aJoyce Turner is another pretty 
the weaker sex, he estimates. Will the Qiffie who takes a dim view of co-
.coeds chaqe the traditional, Muskie education at Xavier. In her eyes, the 
imqe': .. 1 hope so. I sincerely hope sol" prospect that Xavier may soon be en-
In · spite of any similarities, there 
are plenty of 'individual differences and 
Like Janice, Pattie Petz is· a new 
student at X and is fond of the Queen 
City and the Xavier campus. ..I liJce 
the size· of the campus and the people 
from Cincinnati. Everyone is so 
friendly." Pattie hails from Detroit, 
Michigan, and resides at the Villa, 
which she confides she doesn't Jike 
"too well." Pattie adds, "it's deprca-
sing and desolate . . . and ohl I' hope 
I'm 11ot being quoted." Informed that 
she was indeed being quoted she refused 
Council Proposal 
The proposal for Student Council to sponsor a Day of Com-
Clef· Club Premiere 
munity Awareness on Vietnam is the end product of almost TheXaviermen'sClefClubwillopen the first part of the season. This year 
two weeks of extensive discussion which involved many stu- its concert year expecting a ·greater the club has been formally invited to 
dents, faculty and administrators. All aspects of the matter season than ever before. Under the participate in the Father Rivers Mass 
were studied. Carefull efforts were made to enlist support guidance of their new director, Mr. on November 25 at St. Peter in Chains 
Amann, the club plans to change its Cathedral in Cincinnati. The club will 
and more importantly to incorporate the views of many faculty musical format to more contemporary sing to the accompaniment ofthe world 
members and· administrators. In addition, alumni (whose pieces, such as show tunes and pop- renowned Cincinnaty Symphony Or-
Board of Governors supported the resolution ::by a vote of ~ ular songs. chestra. · ' 1 I:· . 
12 to 3) and editors of the Cincinnati newspapers were con- President Mike Evans plans to kick After the Spring Concert with Mary-
suited. The implications to all segments.. of the university off the '69-'70 season with auditions, ville College of St. Louis, the singing 
• 0 S be 25 S d which will be held this week. All stu- Muskies Will head for their first big community were carefully weighed. n .. eptem r tu ent dents. who ww· h to become a part of . d . 
• road tour to St. Lou1s an Kansas Ctty. 
Council pa~~ecl the accompanying resolution. Restratnt and this organization are invited to attend. One week later,they wili be on the road 
adherence . to strict university channels have been and will As in past years the Club. will per- agai~, ~korlnlng in .Cleveland and 
'continue to"be· observed. · form in vario'us high· schools and in· Detroit. Th~ 1ciub will close its season 
It must~ emphasized that the proposed Day of Awareness stitutions throughout the city during with the Family Weekend concert. 
tirely integrated is terrible. "I think 
it ruins the chances for Edgecliff girls. 
. Most of the girls around here a(Cn't 
in favor of it because of the competi· 
tion," she claims. 
Will the coeds. have trouble keeping 
their minds on the books? "There 
might be some ·distractions," Joyce 
commented, obviously with tongue-in-
cheek. "I'd be IODking around so much 
in c]!u~,~ s~ explained!____ _ 
How xavier's new system wUI work 
remain;· to be seen, but. the transition 
will be briefer.. it appears, than is 
commonly suspected. Requests for --
next year are almost evenly divided 
between would~be Muskie men and 
Muskie coeds. 
·Fre11 M11ney rto;n You.· Bookstore 
Ba~,Jha Big 
Btb.S':Wtnner 
On::Tbls Campus 
·. . _ .. , Nothing to buy 
··..; .. : 
Pick.up your entry form In your 
FREE,Tirm Planner 
.and: F!ocket Secretary · 
at. your bookstore, Today 
. , . JL!rn.lte( supply) 
. or d,pos1t thfs entry form 
· :Jw in· Bookstore · 
Sweepstakes Box 
within ,4 weeks from 
' -start of classes will be consonant with the highest educational aims of a Catholic ',. __ _.._._,;..__~..._--._......_ ______ _.._ ...... 
university. An objective and comprehensive program present- . NATIONAi DRY CLEAN. ERS_ . ·. -=1··· 
ing all viewpoints ·on the moral and political implications of 
the Vietnam qgestion will be presented on this day. Objective 1 HOUR CIJiANING . 3 HOUR SI:IIRT lAUNDRY· 
education rather than protest will be the keynote. · NORWOOD PLAZA , . · ... · 
Name ______________ __ 
Add~ess. ___________ _ 
College, ______ _ 
P_artlclpatlng Manufacturers We feel that it is best to observe the. proposed Day of Aware-
nesli on October IS. All students throughout the nation have t WE FEATURE A 6-POINT CLEANING SERVICE 
been asked to observe a national moratorium on "business • P,rma-Power Dry Cleaning 
as usual" on this day in order to dramatiZe the issues which • Year -Round Moth Proofing. . 
surround our involvement in Vietnam. By a cessation of all • Sizinfl for that new look and fHI e Minor Repairs 
underaraduate,.. day divisiol) formal classes on October 15th e ·Du1t.Coven 
in favor of a positive educational proaram, Xavier can avoid • Pockets and Cuffs Electrically Cleaned 
be,ing associated. with the many negative propams which WE INCLUDE ALL THE ABOVE SERVICES 
will undoubtedly take place on many college campuses through- AT NO EXTRA COST TO YOU 
out the nation on that..clay. A positive program on October IS STORE HOURS: 7:00 A.M.·to 7:00P.M. DAILY 
will give Xavier an opportunity_ to avoid all negative associa- EXCEPI'· SUNDAY · · · 
tions arid stand out as an example _of Catholill education at its Phone 351-1688 
finest -- teaching students to apply philosophical and theo- 1 10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS 
logical princiJ!les _to the serious soci~l issues of our day. ,..._ ______ A_N_D_·F_f4_C_U_LTV_M_EM __ aE_R_s __ ..;.....__..._.....& 
. ! 
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'GREAT' RUNNER TRAMPLES X 
Nottingham Too Much 
by JOHN PRICE 
"It was just too much Nottingham; 
that's all I can say." 
The remarks of senior tackle Dan 
Fuller spoke for the entire Xavier 
squad Saturday night after they dropped 
their third straight decision, a 23-7 
defeat at the hands of Ke!lt State. 
. Fuller wu speakin&, of coune, of 
Kent tailback Don Nottlnpam who 
rambled, Knmbled, and bounced 
tbroup tbe Mlllkle defen~e 39 tlmn 
for :ZOI yudl. 
Said a gloomy X. U. head coach Irv 
Etler: "This kid just has the knack; I 
was convinced last week that Notting-
ham was a great runner and he didn't 
do anything to change my. mind.", 
The Muskies game plan.was to stop 
the Kent sweep and off~tackle power 
plays. 
• • • 
•• ;j ' .-. -
"I thought we did a ·goOCI job of stop-
ping the off-tackle play but they still 
found room inside," said defensive 
end Mike Murphy. 
Wltb 4:11 nlllalntitlcbi tbe second 
quarter, Nottlllpam foimd plenty of 
ladde room off left pard and bunt 
Brlpt Point 
• 
. ---· 
• 
COIIUIIeDted middle Uaebacker Jerry 
Mouch: "The only keys we bad were on 
their auardl. Everytlme they pulled 
we llmew that .a sweep wu comin&." 
"We didn't blitz much except for a 
couple of times when we came from the 
outside," Mouch added. 
Murphy and outside linebacker Tony 
DelVecchio could be seen stunting late 
in the game trying to upset the Kent 
blocking. 
X.U. safety Rick Fisher, playing ex-
for :Z9 Judi to pn Kent a 7..0 lead. ·tremely tight to the line all night, was 
"He gies you that good second effort a tribute to the Kent running game. 
all the time," remarked Murphy. 
"You'll hit him once and he bounces 
right off you." 
The Muskies utilized nearly every-
thing but a key on Nottingham in their 
effrots to stifle the Kent ground game. 
• • • 
"With a runnc;.r like Nottingham you 
need as many men as possible on the 
line," said Fisher. 
The powerful Kent pound pme wa1 
"We didn't key on Nottingham be· jult a put of the .tory of thll XaYier 
cause we knew that their other backs defeat, u tbe mental mlltak• of a 
could hurt Us with their outside speed," nladYeiJ lDellperleneed Mlllkle ~quad 
said Etler. 
1 
were appuent. 
-NOWI (JolmPaJne)Pbolo 
Sbow Stealer 
Tbe only brl&ht thin& about this year's 
aport leUOn Is the performance of· 
tbe band lead by Clarence Mitchell, 
abon. 
"It's the little things that help you 
win ball games, and it's been the little 
things that are beating ; us," said 
Murphy._ · 
"We have a couple of sophomore 
ends and a quarterback who's only 
worked at that spot for five days," 
commented Etler. · "Sure· we would 
like to open up a bit on offense but we 
haven't had the chance." 
A personal foul set up the second 
Kent score which proved to be the 
clincher. 
• • • 
With a ifttle more than two minutes 
remaining in the third quarter, sopho-
more quarterback Ted Bowersox took 
advantage of a missed key in the XU 
secondary and hit Ken Mogish for a I W 
Kent advantage. 
The Muskle inexperience was most 
obvious on olfen• where quarterback 
Dave Myers Is still feelin& his way. 
"Coach Etter called all the plays 
from the bench," said Dave. 
"When I wanted to call an automatic 
we were In a '&o' cadence where every· 
one mo•es on tbe flnt sound, so then I 
couldn't chan&e the play." 
"We had all those delay penalties 
because it still takes me some time to 
find their monster and call the 
cadence." 
• • • 
It was Myers' short pitches over the 
middle and the consistently strong run-
ning of Ivy Williams which led to the 
only X.U. score. 
"We went to our 'jet-out' series 
when we saw that they weren't picking 
BEARCAT 
a-1M 
O'BRIEN 
,\J;/ 
up Pat (Barry) over the middle," said l~~~~;~i Ivy. 
From the llll, Wllllaml carried Into 
tbe end zoae wllen hll fumble was 0 'B • ' T 
pounced oa by Tim Remard for the ri en S . · 0 e 
XaYier taUy. · 
"I never fumbled in high school," 
said Ivy, "but they hit me pretty hard," 
he added, pointing to a swollen left arm. 
Still in the game with less than two 
minutes remaining, Xavier had ·a final 
effort abruptly halted when Myers was 
tackled in the end zone for a safety. 
U.C. BUTTONS 
The UC vs XU football game is this 
weekend, and in an ~ffort to promote a 
greater backing amongst the student 
body, the senior class will be selling 
their limited supply of these buttons 
throughout the week. The buttons are 
al8o to be used as a part of the. Mixer/ 
Rally scheduled for Friday evening. .. 
Any student wearing a "Beat UC" 
button will be given twenty-five cents 
reduction in the admission price to 
this • mixer featuring the sounds of 
Orion (the former Nightcrawlers, of 
"Little Black Egg" fame). Preceeding 
this mixer in the armory;·there will be 
a rally of stud~nts on the practice foot· 
ball field to show support and backing 
for the team's and coaches' efforts 
e~gainst UC. Traditionally, this campus 
has turned out in force to the rally and 
game to show their backing of the 
team. 
Is Xavier's Woe 
by JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor 
LIKE lAST YEAR, Jim O'Brien's toe could crush Xavier in Saturday's 
tussle at Nip~rt Stadium. 
Jim, the placekicker/end across the street at. University of Cincinnati, 
scored five points-on one field goal and two extra points-in last year's game. 
The five points were his lowest game total of the year: he was the major college 
scoring champion in 1968. 
Because of the intense rivalry between the schools and because o( past per-
formances, this game should be close; and O'Brien's kicking might make 
the difference. ·· 
Adding to Jim's kicking will be his pass-catching ability and his desire to 
beat Xavier. 
"I don't think any of .our guys want to beat Xavier as much as I do," said 
O'Brien last Saturday. "This game is for the city championship and my home 
is here." ·· 
He felt it was true that there is strong feeling between the two squads and 
that Saturday Xavier might be trying a little harder because they have so many 
local people (20) and the Bearcats so few (3). 
"We have a better ball club man-for-man, -but that will mean nothing 
Saturday." · 
• • • 
O'BRIEN has yet to unveil his pass catching wares this year, because of a 
should injury suffered during pre-season drills. He has recovered and will see 
action as a wide receiver, although how much action is still to be determined. 
"I'm still a little shakey; I haven't had contact since September sixth." 
Last week, O'Brien met the man who .wUI probably be coverin& blm, Vic 
Noltin&, Xavier cornerback, at a sports banquet In Kentucky. There they com· 
pared injuries and enp&ed In friendly discussion. 
Saturday they will be trying to knock each other down. "Last year I belie\·e 
Vic covered me and I only caught one pass (he caught 43 others during the year). 
It wasn't that he did such a good job, because Greg Cook only threw three passes 
to me, but I know that he is good." 
• • •. 
WHILE INJURED for UC's first two games against West Virginia and 
William and Mary, O'Brien wore a separation brace which, in essence, im-
mobilized his left arm .. 
Yet Jim hu re1lstered II points on two extra points and three field 10als 
of41, 44 and 41 yards. He missed a 49-yarder, when It hit the cross bar and fell 
on the no-payoff side. 
He disspelled any theory that he is a good long-distance kicker but poor 
short-distance kicker. ' . 
"The shortest kick I have had to try was a 27-yarder, which I made. Usually 
He hu a llreak of 19 point-after-touchdown converllona. Allo Jim elltended 
hll conaecutlve pme ~eorina strin& to 16 pmn, and he elltended hll •trin& 
ofklcldn&at 1eut oae fteld pal a pme to ~even aplnlt WUUam and Mary. 
Unless it gets stepped on, O'Brien's toe is points on the scoreboard should 
the UC offense stall inside the Muskie S~yard line. These points spell victory 
in neighborhood fight. 
FOR MUSKIE WIN OYER. UC 
II MiliCI For. Mlllkle Wla Over UC: 
I. Mlllt ltop quarterback jim Ous-
ley's Knia'!'lal• 
:Z. MUit stop Steve Cowen, taUback, · 
wbo dancn away from defenden. 
3. MUit keep Bobby Bell, defensive 
_tackle, out of the backfield. 
4. MUit minimize mlstakn to off~et 
Bearcat nperlence. 
'· Mlllt ICOI'e •• (you bow your 
hurtln&. wllea an Clfteillln tackle 
(Tim Reaard) II tied for tbe t•• 
ICoriD&Iead) •. 
~ . 
7. M•t play four &ood quarters 
(thne &ood quarten II the belt 
effort so far); 
I. MUit show rniUancy and come 
back after early season loue~. 
Well Coach 9. Recelven mull catch the bali. 
· Mjeri, ·No:· t:z, · cbau wltll Etler befoie · iiart- of an~tber frultradna Hrln. 
5. MUit defend Jim O'Brien, UC end 
and plaeeklcker. ••· Mlllt lhOw UC that It II not ready , . . · · for bl& tlnie football. · ·' ·' · '. · • · '·-. · · 
. . 
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) Frosh Make _'Louder'· Noises 
More Frustration 
Wide Receiver Stan Tbomp10n, No. 13 of X, hu J1111S Intended ior him knocked 
away by Kent'• Jerry Clemona. 
Baseball Nine In Training 
football and basketball. 
by JOHN lAYNE 
When I went to Bob Goodhart's room 
to ask him some questions about this 
year's freshman team, I had no idea 
that I would end up talking to a half 
dozen of his team mates. 
"This room is where all of the guys 
gather every evening," said Bob. 
He didn't say much at first, but grad-
ually he took on an air of leadership 
until I. thought he would be interviewing 
me. Unlike many of Xavier's players 
of the past, Bob knows where he most 
likely will be playing for the varsity 
one day. His position is linebacker. 
The reason that Bobby and the rest 
of his fellow frolh MIDkles can be re1a· 
tlvely certain or where they will be 
plaJini Is explained by _Coach Jim 
Louder. 
_ "In the past if we needed a boy for a 
particular position we looked for some· 
one who we thought would fit into our 
program regardless of where he played 
in high school. This year we can field 
a team of freshmen who play at the 
same positions that they played in high 
__ school," said Louder. 
• • • 
On paper they look big with the aver-
age height 6 feet 2 inches and the aver· 
age weight 208 pounds. All of the boys 
have good credentials. 
This is reinforced by the fact that 
several boys are being given a chance 
to prove themselves as college potential 
without any form of scholarship. These 
combined with the twenty-four scholar-
ship boys bring the freshman crop to 
forty-five. Hawk ~yes 
the Future 
Expected to lead next year's team "We have a--big_ team and we got 
are pitchers- Dale ·Mutryn (a fullback some very good athletes in our recruit-
on the football team), Jerry Green, · ing program," says Louder. He is 
Jim Ryan, and Richard Trapp. · quick to add that "the boys will be 
by JACK MURRAY 
Sporta Editor 
"F.very s~ot on the club is o~en," more aggressive than in the past We 
says Hawk. "Our hopes for the '70 are emphasizing mental and physical 
season are built around our ability toughness equally." . 
to tighten up our defensive play." Concernlna Bob Goodhart, Coach 
Also, Hawk again would like to invite Louder says, "He Is a natural. He Is a 
Joe Hawk, Xavier's baseball mana- all interested persons. to give blood at natural athlete as well .ai a natural 
~er, a~nounced that the baseball team Good Samaritan Hospital, donating the leader. He has cUsplayed ea!ly leader-
IS holdmg fall workouts. The workouts, fifteen dollars to the team in order to sblp ability amona the boys. 
which began Monday, will continue defray costs for the Southern trip. . Bob is .not alone irl the linebacker 
through October 17 at Schmidt Field, "Last year we went South with thirteen position though. There are others like 
off Easte~n Avenue. _ hundred dollars in blood-donor Ben Ballard, Ron Martin, John Heistan, 
_ "We plan to work on infield plays, money," says Hawk, "and we came Mike Morman and Evan Jolitz. 
pitcher's pickoff plays, and other back with thirteen dollars and forty 
fundamentals," says Hawk. "Last cents." 
year we had all sophomores, and they 
didn't know a thing about funda- 81. Karate ·' menta Is." That probably · accounts 
A karate club will be formed shortly 
for what Hawk says was "my worst 
year ever" in his long coaching career. 
The Xavier nine finished with three at Xavier .. This program will be open 
wins, sixteen losses, and eleven to all XU students, both male and 
female. rainouts. 
Teaching this highly-skilled method 
• • • 
"Making a rrustake is like hurting 
Coach Louder," says Bob. "He sticks 
up for his boys, giving a fair shake to 
those who work." 
I asked Bob why he chose to come 
to Xavier and he replied that he wanted 
to stay in the city if at all possible. He 
is impressed by Coach lrv Etter and 
Bill Pfeferle, Mike Dennis and Matt adds he was indirectly influenced by Vic 
Nolting and Jerry Mouch because of the Chinchar. 
kind of men that they are. "Pat Regan is a good hard nose run-
What about those other boys that 
gathered in Bob's room? They were 
sitting and listening to Bob until I posed 
a wuestion to them. 
"Don!t they have any shoes for you 
to kick with over there," I asked. 
The question, idrected at Jim Dona-
hue, was replied to with only a chuckle. 
But his coaches say he is aood. Despite 
his barefoot kickin& antics. Jim says, 
"My lint intention is to be a good of-
fensive auard." 
• • • 
Also in the room was Jim Welch who 
played his high school football in Bards-
town, Ky. I asked Jim why he didn't go 
to the University of Kentucky. 
He answered, "I didn't want to wait 
on the new coaches. They were having 
a big turnover down there as you prob-
ably know. Besides, here you are 
treated as a man and not like a number." 
Dave Hancock and Mike Bolger are 
also two very strong kickers who have 
good potential. Hancock has ·the very 
strong leg among the three and Bolger 
is very consistent. ' 
• - . • 
·since Xavier plays Mid-American 
Conference schools and has a smaller 
enrollment than any of the MAC teams, 
Mike Moran chose Xavier. Mike; along 
with many other of the team members 
is impressed by the coaching staff. 
Offensive linemen who are doing an 
outstanding job according to Coach 
louder are Fred Strange, Mike Fedeli, 
ning back who works hard at becoming 
a good. football player," says Louder. 
Coach Louder also has high praise 
for three quarterbacks named Paul 
Smith, Jim Stevens, and Tom Bazzoli. 
Kenny Biers, Dick West, and Hermart 
Hale also pose a threat as top flight 
runners for future M uskie teams. 
Mark Pfeiffer and Kim Knoppe are 
outstanding receivers who have tested 
out well in t~e early going. 
Others pushing for starting spots 
against Indiana State in the seasons 
opener, October 17, are John Fox, 
Tommy Welch, John Yuhas, Ron Clarke 
and Bobby Ries. 
$1.00 COVER ON FRI. AND SAT. ONLY 
··DUFF'S 
336 Calhoun 
881-8346-
FROM 9 'TILL 2:30A.M. 
DANCING NIGHTLY 
NO COVER WED. OR THUR. NITE 
WEDNESDAY 
BOTTLE BEER NIGHT 
LOCAL AND PREMIUM BEET 
30 CENTS A BOTTLE 
GOOD FOOD AND FUN 
ANYTIME 
• • • of self-defense will be Master An. Mas- :'Ot:::?::::':}}::;::,:./ \'\7~ 
Hawk welcomes seven _ seniors, ter An, with a sixth degree black belt, 
nine juniors, and" fourteen sophomores is well qualified. 
from last year's reserve team. Also More information can be obtained by 
expected to contribute are eight to ten contacting Tom Kusen at 631-5864, 
"good" freshmen prospects. _ Fresh- Jim Doherty at 321-3349, or Keith 
men are permitted to participate on Turner at 625-4411. Also, watch the 
the varsity level in all sports except. bulletin boards. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS- MEN STUDENTS 
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11 WEEKS 
PART-TIME WORK 
ALSO' SOME FULL-TIME OPENINGS 
CALL TODAY 241-2944 
Just that she's mad about th". refreshing taste of Coca-Cola. 
It has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things 
go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke. 
Bottled un~er authority o~ T~e Coca-Cola Company by: 
. The Coca"'!Cola ·.Bottling Works C~nipanY,,. Cincinnati 
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I IN IDS OWN WRITE 
There seems to be a force alive in 
this city that intends to dictate to the 
public that they cannot go to movies 
that have "no redeeming social value." 
Headed up by someone named Keat-
ing, the "committee for decent films," 
or something like that, has decided to 
order the seizure of Russ Meyer's 
latest skin epic, Vixen. 
by DANIIL KANE 
to see cheaper films can go down to 
the Royal or the Gayety, or any number 
of places· within crawling distance. 
Between Cincy, Covington, and New-
port we have enough skin theaters to 
house a world full of derelicts. -
The importance of the issue cannot 
be overlooked. Here we are, and I use 
"we" advisedly, imposing our morality 
on the middle class while we sweep un-The controversy began when the 
committee's members sat through two der the rug the morality of the lower 
classes. These theaters do enough showings before serving the papers 
and seizing the film. The theater coun- business to keep their doors open. 
tered with a reserve copy, which they Why? Because there are enough people 
showed the following night. Again the who dig this kind of flick. Everyone, 
puritan element viewed two showings at one time or another, has gone to one 
before the seizure was made. Finally, of these places, and most of us have 
the manager of the theater was sum- been repulsed by what went on. Drunks 
moned to court, and for the second in the back, whores in the lobby, and 
time in six months, the theater was people of dubious reputation selling 
closed for remodeling. pictures in the rest rooms. Add to 
that the poor quality of the films and 
So the problem is this: despite all the general odor, and you have the · 
the talk in this city about all the ad- typical skin theater which abounds not 
vances everyone has made concerning only in Cincinnati, but the rest of the 
censorship, there 'are still too many country as well. 
Orpbe• wiD plaJ durina t~ Homecomlna dance on Saturday, September 16. 
\ 
self-righteous people who seem to 
think they can force their middle-class So why not show the better type of 
morality on the rest of the populace. ski.n movie at the theaters that are in 
The truth is that they have forced . ~ httle better shape ~nd leave the dere-
their biased views on the unsuspecting bets and drunks, I.e., the old men, 
public, who probably won't worry any to the downtown area where they won'! 
more about it. But the fact remains cause anyone any embarrassment. 
that they are getting away with it and Sounds like a good idea to me, but then 
no one really seems to care. ' I'm not on-the LOYAL AMERICANS 
' FOR DECENCY COMMITTEE, or 
I .will grant ~hat the grossness o~ the whatever it is. So 1 guess it's not really 
~lm ~~ not .at 1ssue. Rather, the 1ssue up to me. All 1 can say is that if the 
1s the 1dea that people shoul~ be allowed man or men whol. are leading this 
to see whatev~r they want, if the~ wa?t glorious "campaign" ever get into 
to waste the t~me and mon~y. domg lt. positions of "real" power, the future 
Russ Meyer IS ~ot a F~l~JDI by any of intelligent censorship in this city 
means, but .he ~~ a le!Pllmate fi~m-. is doomed. Doomed to the ravings of a 
mak~r, desp1te h~s cho1ce. of top1cs. few people who are so conservative 
And because he 1s an artist of so~s, they sleep in three-piece suits and 
he should be allowed to make the kmd have their American flag stickers 
of films he wants. Anyone who wants . pasted on the inside of their 
Chem Grants by lARRY WALTER, New•·ReDOrter 
The National Science Foundation was Dave Dube, whoie grant made him 
MSJ Gives Film Fest . 
A three~ay minifestival of many - · ~The Kinetic Art" has been playing 
film ·shorts from the world's most to packed houses at colleges, univer-
creative filmmakers will be presented sities, and cultural centers across the 
by the College of Mount St. Joseph art nation since its opening nine months· 
club October 16, 21, and 28. The show- ago. Here's what some of the critics 
ings will. begin at 8:00 p.m. in the have said about it: 
College Theatre. ". . • ·a brilliant assemblage of 
The festival, packaged under the short creative films"-Louise Sweeney, 
title "The Kinetic Art," ccinsists of "The Christian Science Monitor;" 
26 films of SS seconds to SS minutes in 
length. Filmmaken from nine coun-
tries are. represented in the series of 
three separate programs that include 
documentary, animated, experimental, 
and dramatic films. 
"Phenomena," created by Jordan 
Belson, . the only American fllm in-
novator in the series, leads off the 
farat program and is "a short, dazzlinJ 
montale of colors that. makes thC cli-
max of Stanley Kubrick's '2001: A 
Space Odyssey' look comic-strip rep-
resentational," according to Vin~:ent 
~ndy of "The New York Times." 
"There is a growing audien~:e to 
which the quality, not the length, of a 
film is the primary concern. More jm-
pressive are the high standards of pro-
fessionalism and creativity set by these 
independent filmmakers" -Benjamin 
Forgey, "The Sunday Star," W~shing­
ton,D.C.; 
"Mr. Whitehead's film alone is worth 
the admission pri~:e"-Susan Stark, 
"Detroit Free Press;" and · · 
awarded, for the summer of 1969, one of seven non-local students to. at- In sharp contrast is "Cruel Dia-
three research grants to Xavier under- tend Ohio State University in the pro- gonals~ by Yugoslavian Vlatko Fill-
graduates. These grants, officially gram this summer. Under Dr. Sheldon povic. It is the story of a small boy and 
entitled "National Scien~:e Found~- Shore, Dave researched "tlie cleavage his fight for survival during the Nazi 
tion Undergraduate Research Grants," .reaction of alkylated diboranes by; siege of a Balkan village in 1943. 
"I haven't space to mention half the 
exhibits, in their different- ways delight-
ful, exhilarating or .deely moving. 
Congratulations, gratitude, huzzas, 
three cheers and a tigeri"-Charles 
Cooke, "The Evening Star," Wash-
ington, D.C. 
"The Kinetic Art" is the brainchild · 
of Brant Sloan, who put the series 
together with the backing of Music 
Corporation of America, Inc. 
were all given to chemistry majors methylamines" for eleven weeks and Among the other filmmakers repre-
{or the purpose of giving research ex- received a total of six hundred and sixty sented in the series are Albert Lamor-
perience JQ, . students. This. involved dollan. As with Ralph Watson, empha- isse, who made "The Red Baloon," 
the use of'riew and highly sophisticated sis was placed on techniques of Spec- and Peter Whitehead, whose SS-minute 
instruments, which would be otherwise troscopy. "Tonight Let's All Make Love in Loa-
unavailable. The students receiving Don Scherer, the third Xavier stu- don" is the longest film of the series. 
the. awards were seniors Ralph Wat- dent to receive a grant this summer, It features Michael caine, Julie Chris-
son,'• £net D,ave Dube, and a junior, did research for ten weeks at case tie, Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones, 
Don Scherer. Western Reserve University. His work and novelist Edna O'Brien. 
Tickets for the entire series may be 
ordered now by mail for three dollars. 
Send check or money order and a self-
addressed, stamped envelope to Art 
Club, College of Mount St. Joseph, . 
Mount-St. Joseph, Ohio 4SOSI. 
Ralph Watson, whose grant was to was original research on the "Uni-
the Univenity of Colorado in Boulder, directional Transfer of Heat through 
Colorado, was one of only four outside Metals"; it wa~ also part of a doctoral 
students ,whp were given grants there. thesis which was included in a four-. 
ThrougH~' use of a. "Nuclear Mag-. year ~·jor univenity. research pro-
netic . Resonance Spectroscomotor," ject. T~e g081 of the project was the. 
Ralph studied ~pectroscopy of Cyclo-1 predi~t~- by computer of the . rate of 
butenes." Ralph, who spent much of coolirilt arict: the amount of te•mperature 
his free time mountain-climbinJ, em- shrinkage for any metal, a heretofore 
Quote· of the Week 
phasized that the learning of techniques' trial and error proeeas. 
was the'balle goal of the grant. During In all three cases, qualifications 
his stay, he was paid sixty dollars _a for the .8l:a~ts were ·set by the indi~ 
week for livi~ e~penses. · . ·~. · vid~ ! •dft~~ii~~~ __ and .a choice o~ 
Also workmg With NMR spectroscoJ~ proJ~\ wd'~gtven, · · .-: 
• •• 11.1 Buddhist nun Sllid In VietntJm: 'You Americ11ns come to help the 
V~tnm,.e~e peopk, but bring only de11th 11nd destruction. Most of us VIetnamese 
hlltejrom the bottom of our he11rts the Americ11n.r who h11ve brought the suffering 
of the W11r . • . . 'After which she burned herself to de~~th." 
- Tho~s Merton 
Faith and Violence 
SUNDAY. NIGHT ·DANCES 
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL 
4i15 Tower Ave • 
. l:lQ_to .ll;).J~A~~ 
BLOOD 
DONORS 
NEEDED 
Good Samaritan Hospital is desper-
ately in need of blood donors. The 
hospital will offer SIS.OO a pint (imme-
dillte payment). FREE TYPING OF 
YOUR OWN BLOOD. THOSE WHO 
GAVE BLOOD BEFORE MUST WAIT 
EIGHT WEEKS BEFORE GIVING 
AGAIN. 
AU under 21 will need a written permit· 
from parents eac~ time they donate 
blood. . "Release for Minors" forms 
may be obtained at the Health ·Center, 
These forms are to be signed by the 
parent or gUardian and also the minor. 
For further information and appoint-
ments for donating blood, please contact 
1the penonilel at the McGrath Health 
Center, Kuhlman Hall. 
FREE 
TRESLER- COMET · 
Bengals Souvenir;·'; 
.12 oz. Tumbler :'~ 
With 10 sal. Gas . 
Purchase. · .. ! 1 
Dana Ave. Comet 
1711 Dana Ave. 
· This exclusive offer 
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(Continued from pagt 1) · . B&r on Campus? 
committee of prominaot black people 
Apart from other campuses, of the community, professors, and ·" The question of whether or not to 
-=•tabUsh a bar on campus began last 
when two students sought Stu-
Council endorsement to open an 
• 111depertdelntly.owned bar in South Hall. 
proposal failed to pass 
-~o~lnCIII; at a later date, Council en-
the basic concept and informed 
O'Connor that it wouhj- submit 
after investigating all possi-
The Council contacted ftfteen col-
by mail which have experienced 
.form of beer service on campus. 
schools were asked to relate thei~ 
on the subject, includ-
any problems incurred. 
In general, only two systems 
been tried. One method simply 
of selling 3.2 · beer in the 
grill. Among the schools 
.this method are: Ohio State, 
... : ..••• :. .. of Cincinnati, and LeMoyne 
Dean Henderson. Xavier faces another problem, namely 
the concession's ownership. Whereas ThecomplaintoftheAAAnowisthat 
most universities operate under a the administration has postponed any 
national food service, Xavier has an initiation of action concerning the de-
independent service; thus the· beer ser- mands until now. With regard to Dean 
vice could be placed under its direction, Nally's letter to the Editor, Ken Black-
unless control was administered di- well was willing to accept the statement 
rectly by the students. (Of the fifteen that the demallds were not strictly for-
colleges questioned, only Spring Hill mal or developed at the: meeting last 
College in Mobile, Alabama is owned spring, but he feels the problems were 
and operated exclusively by students. obviously ~erious enough _for the Uni-
l dd't' 1 h 'th versity to begin work on them during th ::C a 1 10?• severa angup~ ~1 t' the summer. Ken denied however the 
e er service were expresse as statement that not all administrative 
spring. Whether Xavier could be zoned officials were informecl of the demands, 
to sell beer and whether a liquor 
license could be procured posed the and aaserted that copies were indeed 
present. 
main problems. Subsequent investi-
gation showed that a D-1 permit would 
allow the sale of 3.2% beer, if its use 
were considered as a "customarily 
incidental one." Distribution of 3.2a include the grill and the basement of 
beer at the grill along with meals and · Brockman Hall; the basement of South 
snacks would evidently fulfill this re- Hall seems to be ruled put, since it 
1 
• h quiremeot. The State Liquor Authority would require extensive renovation. 
~e other popu ar set-up. IS t. e~ could approve the D,.I permit within In the coming weeks, the Student 
esf!lbbshment of a sep~rate a~d d_ls· 30 days after a $100 payment to cover Council will complete its own report 
tinct bar on campus (either u~tver~lty the costs of the license and inspections. and submit it to an apparently ope~-
or student owned). Tulane Umverslly, - . 
Ab t h · · · · f be · minded administration. John Carroll, and the Catholic Uni- ou t e mstttutton o er serv1ce 
versity in Washington, D.C. rely on on campus, Student Council President 
this system. Tim Burke said: "A lot of student 
interest has been generated. on the 
All of the universities contacted issue. The Student Council is now in 
reported no significant disciplinary 
problems since the formation -of the 
tap-rooms. Singular. incidents of trou-
ble were reported, but these were gen-
erally blamed on outsiders. To prevent 
such disturbances, Tulane and Ohio 
State now require their students to 
present ID cards and to assume full 
responsibility for the action of their 
guests. In effect, the students now 
police their own bars. 
the process of compiling all its infor-
mation in order to make our recom-
mendations known to the admi'nistra-
tion. The report will present all of the 
possible alternatives in establishing 
beer service on campus." 
Among "the possible alternatives is 
whether the service . will be university 
or student owned. Also undetermined 
is the sight of the bar. Possibilities 
Effects of Ho's Death 
Mr. Frank McVay, assistant pro-
of A_llian history at Xavier, 
opened this year's FA.S.T. (Faculty . 
Student Talks) series last Friday 
as he led a discussion of the impact 
of Ho Chi Minh's death on the Vietnam 
McVay's talk included a brief sketch 
Ho Chi Minh's life as well as an 
leJ:aminatlion of the effects his passing 
have on North Vietnam, South 
Russia, China, and the United 
It was emphasized that beCause 
Minh was one of the first Com-
lmluniists, his position among_Commun-
leaders was . sufficient to p~vent 
Russia or China from becoming 
dominant in the internal govern-
of North Vietnam. Without Ho 
Minh, North Vietnam could be 
to submit to the intervention of 
Russia or China in its affairs. 
South Vietnam McVay predicted an 
liJ!icreasiJJg amount of distrust and un-
lcertainty with regard· to the North's 
policy and ita objeCtives. 
From the U.S. point of view, McVay 
that there will be DO immediate, 
chanaes in· policy in either 
~~rec:tiion. AI an example of this, he 
cited the indecision of the U.S. govern-
ment which arose over the relatively 
minor issue of observing the oease 
fire in memory of Ho Chi Minh. 
Finally, an analysis was presented 
of the foitr North Vietnamese leaders-
Dong, Chinh, Giap, and Ditan-who are 
considered prime candiate~ to suc-
ceed Ho Chi Minh as the strongman of 
North Vietnamese government. There 
is a very real possibility of a major 
power struggle and each of the four has 
certain advantages and disadvantages, 
according to McVay. However, he in-
dicated that.none ofthe four has the in~ 
Ouence to accomplish the ultimate 
goal of the North Vietnamese Com-
munists. That is, none of them could 
unite Vietnam under a Communist 
regime because not one of the four 
candidates is capable of balancing the 
various factions in North Vietnamese 
politics. 
In summary, Mr. McVay stated that 
he expects Vietnam to remain a divided 
country for many yean to come. How-
ever, he stated, "When U.S. troops 
leave Vietnam, our work there has just 
b·JUD·" 
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FACULTY .COLUMN 
PhLSD-New Philosophy .Technique? 
PhLSD 
The above acronymn has been coined 
to emphasize the introduction to an 
additional pedagogical technique in the 
presentation and examination of philo-
sophy in my courses this fall. The 
letters stand for Philosophy-Lecture 
-Student-Dialogue. Each course will 
incorporate two methods of instruc-
tion: one is the lecture format in which 
the material is formally exposed and 
elucidated by the professor; the other 
is the dialogue format, in which the 
material is infomially examined and 
excogitated by the student. 
The student may aniicipate a dis-
cussion in every session of class. The 
initial part of the class will be devoted 
to expounding the _ material assigned 
for perusal for that session. The sylla-
bus will indicate the class assignments 
for the semester. The subsequent part 
of the class will be devoted to a student 
dialogue in which he may pursue through 
discussion the material assigned and 
the problems arising from the formal 
exposition. The length of the discussion 
will vary from session to session. 
.Purpose 
The dialogue format in conjunction 
with the lecture format is being insti-
tuted to allow the student a more active 
role in the class, as well as to encour-
age the student to engage his colleagues 
more directly and personally in his 
examination of the subject. The prin-
cipal drawback of this dual format is 
the diminished time it allows the pro-
fessor to expose the material to the 
. student. However, this will be unques-
tionably offset by the singular advan-
tage it affords the student to collaborate 
with his colleagues in actively develop-
ing and articulating his comprehension 
of both his own· latent philosophical 
position as well as the material of the 
course. 
Student Preparation 
There are a number of points which 
must be observed by the student to in-
sure the success of PhLSD. First and 
foremost, he must prepare in advance 
of the class the particular reading as-
signed for that date. His failure in this 
regard will detract from the progress 
of the dialogue. Needless--to say, he 
must be absent a minimal nuniber of 
times from class. Repeated or pro-
tracted absences will not enable him to 
establish a continuity with the intellec· 
tual progress of the other discussants 
in his group. Further, the student must 
be prepared to take an active part in 
the dialogue. In addition, the student 
must prepare in advance of each class 
one or more critical questions to be 
introduced into the discussion. It will 
be qUite obVious to each student· that the 
success or failure of his group will be 
directly attributable to himself. 
Supenllllon 
In order to supervise and direct the 
dialogue in a remote rather than in a 
direct fashion, a number of basic pro-· 
cedures have been instituted. First, 
the class will be broken down into var-
ious groups of five, six, or seven mem-
RICHARD E. 
DUMONT, PH.D. 
bers per group, depending on the overall 
class size. Secondly, an Analysis and 
Resu~e of the Discussion Group will 
be filled out each day to report the actual 
progress of the dialogue, the degree of 
student participation, the topics dis-
cussed, etc. ·Thirdly, each member of 
the discu~sion group must be prepared 
to serve as the leader-moderator _of 
his group on any given day. Fourthly, 
the leader-moderator will be respon-
sible for filling out the report on the 
particular day he oversees the dis-
cussion. Such report will be filled out 
after the class and returned to the 
professor at the very ·next session. 
Finally, the student will be graded on 
his degree and quality of participation 
in these dialogues. A report of this will 
be made available to him at the con-
clusion of the semester. 
Control of Topics 
The topics introduced into the dia· 
logue may either be explicitly philos-
ophical or ones that are affiliated with 
philosophy. Their introduction will be 
under the direct control of the moder-
ator. The professor will not moderate 
these discussions personally, but he 
will circulate from group to group to 
both observe and to participate actively 
as a discussant. The professor will not 
You've liberated your libido and you're mak-
ing the scene! Now you can wear the shirt 
with the unconventional air, Van Heusen 
Hampshire House! The shirt with the bold, 
brash stripes· arid switched-on solid 
shades. The one with the new wider 
spread Bradley collar. And with per-
manently pressed Vanopress to let 
you skip the ironing drag. Kick over 
the traces, man! C'mon over to 
Hampshire House! 
exercise any artificial control over 
the group dialogue. It ·is sincerely hoped 
and expected that the latent dynamism 
inherent in each group will come to the 
fore to determine the orientation and 
philosophical tone of the dialogue. 
Underlylnl Ratlo-.le 
The rationale underlying. this dual 
format is the growing concern of the , 
contemporary student with his partici· 
pation and role in the university com-
munity. Each class of students is a 
special community. The indi.vidual 
members of each · class possess in-
sights, talents, personal experiences, 
and training in specialized fields which 
can serve to enrich and instruct others. 
The PhLSD method is a pedagogical 
technique de~igned to foster an inter-
personal dialogue within a community 
of scholars. It is designed to tap and· 
utilize the rich mosaic of interests and 
talents latent in the class. It allows the 
student a more active participation in 
the intellectual life of his university. 
It allows him to exercise the initiative 
which is properly . his, while simul-
taneously emphasizing the. instrumen-
tal role that the professor play3 in any · 
course of instruction. Further. it pro-
motes a genuine dialogue (hopefully a 
Socratic encounter) which has univer-
sally been recognized as the prime 
pedagogical technique ior intellectual 
progress within philosophy. 
Pilot Project 
The PhLSD format was instituted this 
past summer as a pilot project. It 
was extremely well received. An evalu- · 
at ion at the conclusion ·of the courses 
in which it was employed provided 
some of the following favorable com-
ments from the students: "This format 
is superior (i.e., to the straight lecture 
format) as it lends more of an air of 
participation . . . because it gets the 
student more involve.d . . . you get 
to know classmates ... we. learl)ed 
from each other . . . greatly · increas-
ed my response and interest in the 
course . . . the students worked more 
to prepare for the discussion~ . . . it 
gives the student a chance to employ a 
vocabulary on a level he can compre-
hend . . . it breaks up the class and . 
relieves the extreme formalism of a 
straight lecture . . . it allows the stu· 
denLto formulate more clearly in his 
own mind an understanding of the rna-. 
terial . . . it gives each student a 
chance to relate his own philosophical 
views on different topics . . . " There 
was a ~gligible number of adverse 
comments. 
Richard E. Dumont, Ph.D. 
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